Advance Praise
for The Way North

Beautifully edited, The Way North is more than a collection. It is a collaboration of writers, each whom understand in his and her own way what is sacred about that utterly unique, freshwater peninsula known as the U.P. Open most any page of this book and you’ll smell the piney air and feel even in the sunlight the clean, steely, visceral cold.

—Stuart Dybek

It’s about time we had an anthology like this, news from the cold, winter world, a new kind of North. These are notifications that we are not alone up here—out there—in our snowy hearts’ interiors.

—Ander Monson

This collection establishes beyond a doubt that Upper Michigan has incubated some of the most exciting, innovative, and downright enjoyable writers and writing being produced anywhere in America today. Ron Riekki—a terrific writer himself—deserves plaudits and more.

—Tom Bissell
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